List of Awardees

Recognition of Previous Award Recipients

Outstanding Senior Chemistry Graduate:
   Cara Thorne

Outstanding Chemical Engineering Students:
   Rachel Stanhope & Suong Nguyen  (Freshmen)
   Anne Marie Delee & Piero Bracamonte  (Sophomores)
   Erin Leigh Dyer (Junior)  Paul H. Furr (Senior)

Chemistry-Related Majors Taylor Medalists:
   Anna Craig  Paige Dukes  Erin Dyer
   Adria Luk  Troy Mannio  Alec Mattei
   Tyler McCoy  Andrew Palmer  George Punkey
   Jared Spoons  Katelyn Spradling  Cara Thorne
   Mallory White

Presentation of New Awards

Chemistry Subject Area Awards

   General Chemistry:
      Bailey Flamm*  Majid Al-Nasser
      Kathleen Hotze  Shevanuja Theivendran
      Dylan Ritter  Robert Tramel
      Amber Vu  Yujing “Jing” Zhang

   Organic Chemistry:
      Osasu Adah  Lauren Daigle
      Helen Gandy  Suong Nguyen
      William Moore  Joseph Pratt

   Analytical Chemistry:
      Rhianon Rowe*  April Steen

   Physical Chemistry:
      Ryan Sessums

   Forensic:
      Caroline Spencer

   Biochemistry:
      Morgan Davis  Kimberly Morel
      Tasnuva Hassan

   Inorganic:
      Cara Thorne

Top Graduating Chemistry Majors (GPA ≥3.75)

   Lance Ezell  (BS Chem)  Kara Fowler  (BA Chem)
   Dakota Gilbert  (Biochem)  Callie Grey  (Biochem)
   Tasnuva Hassan  (Biochem)  Christina Holy  (Biochem)
   Amber James  (Biochem)  Gabriel Labonia  (Forensic)
   Shannon Moree  (Biochem)  Kimberly Morel  (Biochem)
   Andrew Palmer  (BS Chem)  Cecily Riley  (Forensic)
   Brian Spurlock  (BS Chem)  John Sullivan  (Biochem)
   Cara Thorne  (BS Chem)  Eric Villarreal  (Biochem)
   Taylor Williams  (Biochem)

ACS Graduate Research Awards

   Eric Dornshuld*  Chanaka Kumara
   J. Brian Morgan  Joonseok Oh*
   Rambabu Sankranti